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Venezuela’s Crisis From Up Close

By Lisa Sullivan, May 20 2016

Dear friends, Greetings from the state of Aragua in Venezuela where we are concluding a
small US delegation focused on grassroots solutions to the massive food crisis here. I am
reaching out to you to share my grave concerns about…

The Petro-Yuan versus Dollar Hegemony: China and Russia’s “Big Bet”

By Ariel Noyola Rodríguez, May 20 2016

After  the economic sanctions that  the United States and the European Union imposed
against Russia,  Moscow and Beijing put together an imposing energetic team that has
radically transformed the world oil market. In addition to increasing their interchange of
hydrocarbons…

America and NATO’s Outrageous Behavior, Greatest Threat that Exists

By Eric Zuesse, May 20 2016

On May 18th, two top people at NATO, one being its current Secretary General — the very
top person — laid out in preliminary form the case for war against Russia, which presumably
will be presented in more detail at…

African American Museum of History and Culture to Open in Washington in September

By Abayomi Azikiwe, May 20 2016

African American Museum of History and Culture to Open in Washington in September A
center designed for the preservation and exhibition of the contributions of people of African
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descent in the United States is scheduled to open later this year.…

Eurovision as Politics

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, May 20 2016

“For  me,  it’s  a  bit  sad  that  there  are  so  many  people  associating  this  song  with
politics.” Jamala, Eurovision victor, 2016This year’s Eurovision came with its usual cast of
political baggage and implications, made spicier by the introduction of…
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